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**Articles in International Refereed Academic Journals**

‘Class A’ journals categorized according to the journal ranking made by the National Agency for the Evaluation of the University and Research Systems (ANVUR) for the field of Management (“Economia e gestione delle imprese” - 13/B2 - SECS-P/08)

Ranking of journals as 4* or 3* is done according to the Association of Business Schools (ABS) Academic Journal Guide.


**CO-EDITOR OF SPECIAL ISSUES OF INTERNATIONAL REFEREED ACADEMIC JOURNALS**


• Arzuabiaga U., De Massis A., Hoy F., Kammerlander N. (2022). Special issue on Knowledge Management in Family Firms. *Journal of Knowledge Management*. **Class A and 3* Journal**


**Books**


PUBLISHED TEACHING CASES


RESEARCH ENCYCLOPEDIAS


CHAPTERS IN INTERNATIONAL BOOKS


• De Massis, A.; Rondi, E.; & Rovelli, P. (2023). Learning the craft of research on family business innovation. In The field guide to family business research, Eds K. Brigham & G. T. Payne. Edward Elgar, Cheltenham. (Accepted for publication)


CHAPITERS IN ITALIAN BOOKS


APPLIED ARTICLES IN PRACTICE-ORIENTED AND PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS


• Ge B., De Massis A. (2022). Let us tell you a story. Fifty Four Degrees., No. 15, pp.16-19. Available here: https://doc.your-brochure-online.co.uk/Lancaster-University_FiftyFourDegrees_Issue_15/16/


(Translated in Portuguese by a family business leader and coach for the Latin American market: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/na-sucess%C3%A3o-mais-foco-lideran%C3%A7a-helder-de-azevedo/)


De Massis A., Frattini F., Urbinati A. (2016). Imprese familiari: gestire la sfida dell’innovazione col modello FDI, Sistemi & Impresa, No. 6, agosto, pp. 64-69. ISSN: 0394-929X.


Campopiano G., De Massis A. (2014). Filantropia e family business: evidenze dalle piccole e medie imprese familiari tra etica e business, Sistemi & Impresa, No. 6, Luglio/Agosto, pp. 50-52. ISSN: 0394-929X.


• Campopiano G., Cassia L., De Massis A. (2012). Responsabilità sociale e imprese familiari. *Impresa@Famiglia* (Cattedra AIdAF-Alberto Falck di Strategia delle Aziende Familiari, Bocconi University), No. 1, marzo.
http://www.aidaf.unibocconi.it/wps/allegatiCTP/CampopianoCassiaDeMassis_ResponsabilitaSociale.pdf


• Aymon P. Cassia L., De Massis A., (2010). Strutturare il reporting operativo per un efficace “focusing” sulle performance aziendali anche nella PMI. *Sistemi & Impresa*, No.8, novembre/dicembre, pp. 57-64. ISSN: 0394-929X.


• De Massis A., Bertozzi F. (2010). Assicurazione Danni e peculiarità del territorio. Assicura, Speciale Mercato e Territorio, aprile, pp. 56-60. ISSN: 2039-991X.


• De Massis A. (2010). Le agenzie tra debolezze e potenzialità. La metodologia d’analisi del Mistery Client. Assicura, gennaio-febbraio, pp. 60-61. ISSN: 2039-991X.


STEP PROJECT CASE-STUDIES AND ARTICLES


• The Persico Case: Transgenerational Professionalization of the Family Firm, The STEP Project Europe Case Series, developed by University of Bergamo, CYFE - Center for Young and Family Enterprise in partnership with Bocconi University, EntER - Centre for research on entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs.

RESEARCH REPORTS, POLICY INSIGHTS AND TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REPORTS


DIGITAL OR VISUAL PRODUCTS


BOOK FOREWORDS


